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Hepatitis C: looking at a virus that hasn't been
seen

L R Overby

Abstract
Hepatitis C (HCV) is the first virus to be
discovered by molecular cloning without
direct use of biological or biophysical
methods. HCV was first recognised in
1974 as non-A, non-B (NANB) hepatitis
resulting from blood transfusions. It took
almost 15 years to identify it successfully
- by detecting a clone in a library ofcDNA
prepared from the nucleic acids extracted
from plasma known to be infectious for
chimpanzees. The clone was derived from
a positive-sense RNA of about 10 000
nucleotides, with a long open reading
frame encoding for a polyprotein of about
3000 amino acids. The structure of the
RNA and the encoded polyprotein had
properties similar to known flaviviruses
and pestiviruses. Functions of viral
proteins produced by proteolytic cleavage
of the polyprotein are estimated by
analogy with known viruses of similar
genomic organisation. Each of the
HCV proteins has been produced in
recombinant organisms and used as an
antigen in immunoassays to investigate
serological responses during the course
of infection. Seroconversions to both
structural and non-structural antigens are
observed during the course of disease but
typical diagnostic serological patterns
have not yet evolved. Immunoassays for
HCV antibodies reacting with recom-
binant antigens are used widely for
screening blood donations and for
studying the epidemiology of HCV
infection. Comparisons ofthe nucleic acid
sequences from different isolates of HCV
have shown considerable variability
throughout the genome. The importance
of this genomic heterogeneity will be a
challenging problem for the future.
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Transfusion associated non-A, non-B (NANB)
hepatitis was recognised in the early 1970s. By
1974, sensitive and accurate serodiagnostic
tests were widely available for hepatitis A
(HAV) and hepatitis B (HBV), and several
investigators found that most patients with
hepatitis associated with transfusion were

seronegative for both of these.' Despite
extensive knowledge of the virology and
immunobiology of HAV and HBV, the agent
causing NANB hepatitis remained unknown
for almost 15 years. The techniques that were

successful in discovering HAV and HBV
(serology and immune electronmicroscopy)

were used extensively but failed to detect
hepatitis C virus (HCV). During this period
the disease was characterised as a long term,
persisting infection, that was initially mild and
asymptomatic. Serious chronic liver diseases
developed progressively over a period of years.
The breakthrough came through molecular
cloning of the nucleic acids extracted from
chimpanzee plasma containing a high degree of
NANB hepatitis infectivity.2 The sequence of
the first identified clone encoded a 55 amino
acid peptide containing an immunodominant
epitope that reacted only with antiserum from
NANB hepatitis patients.3 The sequence of
a positive strand RNA of about 10 000
ribonucleotides was determined eventually by
overlapping clones, and was designated the
HCV genome.' Our current knowledge of
HCV is extensive, derived exclusively from
studying the clinical nature of the disease and
from the information encoded within the
genomic sequence.

Genomic organisation
The organisation of the HCV genomic RNA is
illustrated in Figure 1. The original isolate
(HCV-1) was a positive-sense RNA of 9401
ribonucleotides, containing a poly-A tail at the
3' end. The sequence contained a 5' untrans-
lated region of 341 bases, followed by a long
open reading frame encoding for a polyprotein
of 3011 amino acids, and a 3-untranslated
region of about 27 bases. This RNA structure
is similar to that of the well known flaviviruses
that infect both animals and humans. The
calculated hydrophobic/hydrophilic properties
of the HCV encoded polyprotein are similar to
typical flaviviruses and pestiviruses. Based on
analogy with these viruses the probable
cleavage points of the HCV polyproteins are
indicated in Figure 1. The indicated size and
function of the viral proteins are supported by
in vitro translation of HCV-RNA and
characterisation of the translation products.5
Consistent with the known functions of most
flavivirus proteins, the three N-terminal HCV
proteins are probably structural (C, El,
E2/NS1), and the four C-terminal proteins
(NS2, NS3, NS4, NS5) function for viral
replication. Growth of HCV in culture will be
necessary for the final confirmation of the
function of the proteins.

Genomic heterogeneity
After the first HCV genomic sequence was
identifed,2 3 a number of other HCV isolates
from different parts of the world were obtained
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Genomic organisation of HCV-1 RNA
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Figure 1 Predicted genomic organisation and processing of viral proteins of hepatitis C virus-i (HCV-1), based on
analogy with typicalflaviviruses and pestiviruses with similar genomes. UTR=untranslated region.

and sequenced.6'0 Comparisons of the nucleo-
tide and the deduced polyprotein amino acid
sequences of the isolates showed considerable
heterogeneity in the genotypes. Okamoto et al
have classified all reported full and partial
sequences into four genotype classes, accor-

ding to the degree of sequence homogeneity.'0
This comparison is summarised in Table I.
As illustrated, twelve additional isolates had
94% nucleic acid homology with the original
HCV-1 sequence (type I). Eleven other isolates
were only 78% homologous with HCV-1 (type
II). Type III and IV sequences were only 69%
homologous with HCV-1.
The genomic heterogeneity of HCV isolates

is reflected in the amino acid sequences of the
encoded precursor polyprotein. Table II shows
the HCV-1 polyprotein amino acid homologies
with each of the four genotype classes. As
shown, the 5'-untranslated region and the
N-terminal C (core) protein regions are highly
conserved in all genotypes. In contrast, the
envelope regions (El and E2/NS1), the non-

structural 2 (NS2) region, and the
3'-untranslated region are highly variable and
poorly conserved.
A hypervariable region has been identifed at

the N-terminal region of the E2/NS 1 cleavage
protein (Fig 1). Every reported genomic
sequence has a different amino acid sequence
within the region of amino acid 384-408 of the
polyprotein. Table III illustrates the variability
of this region for 12 different viraemic patients
in various geographical locations. In addition
to hypervariability from infection to infection,
mutations within this region occur at a high
rate in individuals during the course of HCV
infection.

TABLE I Classification of reportedfull and partial nucleic
acid sequences of the hepatitis C virus (HCV) genome
according to percentage of homogeneity. HCV-I, HCV-J7,
HC-J76, and HC-J78 isolates are taken as prototypes for
genotypes I, II, III, IV, and V, respectively, comparedfor
homology with 40 other sequences'0
Type Percentage homology ofprototype isolate
(no of isolates)

I II III IV
HCV-1 HCV-J HC-J76 HC-Jr8

1(12) 94 78 68 66
II(11) 78 91 67 65
III(3) 69 68 93 79
IV(4) 69 69 80 94

TABLE II Comparison of hepatitis C virus (HCV)-1
polyprotein amino acid sequences by region with the
sequence in other isolates

Protein region Genotype/%homology with HCV-1

I II III IV

5'-UTR* (100) (98) (94) (94)
C 99 98 90 90
El 94 79 60 55
E2/NS1 93 78 71 74
NS2 94 77 58 56
NS3 97 91 81 81
NS4 96 87 73 72
NS5 97 84 70 69
3'-UTR* (96) (67) (30) (26)

*Nucleic acid homologies.

In general, highly conserved viral genomic
regions may reflect a necessary function in the
life cycle of viruses. Regions that are less
conserved may be either unimportant for viral
replication or may represent important viral
strategies for escape from host defence
mechanisms. The role of genomic variability in
HCV infection and disease is not understood.
Many functions have been suggested, for
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TABLE III Amino acid sequence variations in the hypervariable region of the hepatitis C virus (HCV) precursor
polyprotein. Amino acid number 348 represents the estimated N-terminus of the E2/NS1 viral protein. The sequences of 12
different isolates from various geographical areas are compared with the prototype HCV-I sequence. No sequences are
identical in this HCVhypervariable region

Isolate Amino acid sequence

384 406

HCV-1 G S A G H T V S G F V S L L A P G A K Q N V Q
1 - - V A S I M A I A R F F R D I
2 V - R S M L L T I F R D
3 Q A R A M - L - - F T I
4 N R A A A I A G F T L
5 T I A F T S I
6 A R D A F R - A T R PS I
7 A A R N A R S L T S K I
8 A S - - T - T L A F S S K I
9 T V A R S T Q L - G F - S P S - I
10 T S A R N T F V T T F - P S K I
11 V Q - - V T - T L T F R - S K I
12 A Q A R A A Q - I T F S R S S K I

TABLE IV Hepatitis C virus (HCV) antibodies found in The original molecular clone encoding a
500 paid blood donors detected by immunoassays using highly antigenic 55 amino acid peptide
individual recombinant HCVproteins mapped in the non-structural NS4 region of
Recombinant HCV antigen Reactive the HCV genome. Table IV summarises the

No((%) frequency of antibodies to six HCV proteins
Core 119(24) found in a group of high risk blood donors. It
NS-3 116(23) is noteworthy that seroconversions detected
NS-5 96(19) with recombinant envelope proteins (El and
E2/NS-1 56(11) E2/NS1) were only 10% in this population
El 50(10) compared with more than 20% for the non-

structural proteins. The C protein was found
to be the most immunogenic in this

example, different serotypes, escape mutants, population. In this group of seropositive
pathogenic/non-pathogenic strains, duration donors, the various antibodies were distributed
of infection, cross neutralisation, multiple as follows: core (94%), El (44%), E2/NS 1
reinfections, cell tropism. Further studies with (38%), NS4 (75%), and NS5 (69%). Thus, no
patients to correlate HCV sequence hetero- one antibody would identify all infections.
geneity with disease severity, epidemiology, Further analyses indicated that all HCV
treatment, or prophylaxis may elucidate this. infections in these donors could be identified

with a combination of C, NS3, and NS4
recombinant antigens. Commercial tests have

Immunobiology been configured with these three antigens and
Recombinant HCV proteins (produced in are used widely to identify and interdict
bacteria, yeast, or mammalian cells) and seropositive blood from transfusion services.
synthetic peptide epitopes have been used in HCV screening has made significant contrib-
immunoassays to evaluate the immunogenicity utions to the safety ofblood. The screening test
of each of the viral proteins. Seroconversions has also been useful in epidemiological studies,
to each viral protein have been observed identifying the agent in a large percentage of
throughout the course of infection but without sporadic NANB cases of hepatitis.
a unique and consistent serological pattern. Thus far, no serological pattern of HCV

antibodies has been associated with disease
diagnosis or prognosis, duration of infection,
or virus life cycle. The presence of HCV

15 *- -Core antigen antibodies, determined by immunoassays,
o-oNS3 antigen ,. indicates only present or past infection. In a

c2 NS4 antigen number of retrospective studies of serial blood
8 i samples taken during HCV infection, anti-
> 10 HCV core occurred early and persisted at a
CD / high titre (Fig 2). Antibodies to non-structural

proteins occurred later at a relatively lower
titre. In other patients with a similar clinical

,D 5 history, however, the studies showed early
/^,~ seroconversion to non-structural proteins,

without seroconversion to the core protein for
_ - - more than one year (Fig 3). A serological

I u-i-s} profile for staging the course of disease and for
5 10 15 20 25 30 50 monitoring therapy is needed urgently.

Post-transfusion time (weeks)

Figure 2 Time course of anti-hepatitis C virus response to individual viral antigens in a Challenges and opportunities
patient with non-A, non-B hepatitis associated with transfusion showing early We have 'seen' the HCV in terms of theseroconversion to the core antigen. Serum specimens were tested with enzyme immunoassays inorato encode in it g en mseque
prepared with individual recombinant antigens. information encoded in its genomic sequence.
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Figure 3 Time course of anti-hepatitis C virus response to individual viral antigens in a
patient with non-A, non-B hepatitis associated with transfusion showing early
seroconversion to non-structural antigens and absence ofseroconversion to core antigen.

The viral proteins have been produced in
recombinant organisms and partially charac-
terised, both biophysically and serologically.
The infection can be identified and asymp-
tomatic carriers prevented from making blood
donations. Initially, most HCV infections are
mild or asymptomatic but they can lead to
serious chronic liver diseases over a period of
many years. Prevention of new infections and
successful treatment for those already infected
may, in time, lead to control of this worldwide
health problem.
Although molecular studies can teach us

much about the virus, our complete under-
standing can be accelerated through the
growth ofHCV in cell culture and visualisation
by electronmicroscopy. A combination of
molecular, clinical, and virological studies will
be needed to answer many pressing questions
about HCV infection, namely:

Is there ever recovery from infection followed
by persisting immunity?

Is there an immunological basis for passive
or active immunity?

What is the molecular basis for association
with hepatocellular carcinoma after long term
HCV infection?
What is the basis for the long persistence of

HCV infection?
What is the major risk factor for sporadic

HCV infection?
Are there transmission vectors for HCV

infection?
Is there another blood borne hepatotropic

virus?
Progress has been considerable since the

HCV genome was identified by molecular
cloning, but there are still more questions than
answers. Hopefully, in this era of molecular
genetics, many of these answers will be
apparent before we know what HCV actually
'looks' like.
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